[Preoperative portal vein embolization: dynamics of portal pressure].
The pressure dynamics was studied in a portal vein (PV) in patients, suffering focal hepatic pathology, to whom portal vein embolization (PVE) was performed as a stage of preparation to radical hepatic resection. In 236 patients the immediate measurement of pressure in a PV was performed intraoperatively before and after PVE, in 26 - catheter for control portography and monitoring of pressure in a PV was left in its trunk for 24 h postoperatively. There was noted a pressure rising in a PV immediately after its embolization by 86.7%, positive correlation was established between PVE volume and pressure gradient in a PV before and after it. While doing monitoring during 24 h there was observed the pressure rising in a PV during 3 h after its embolization with subsequent lowering down to initial. Application of PVE as a preparation procedure for performance of extended hepatic resection, together with enhancement of residual liver minimizes sharp postresectional pressure rising in PV, what constitutes essential factor of the hepatocytes damage of residual hepatic part in immediate postoperative period.